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SETTING THE STANDARD IN  
SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR OVER 25 YEARS 

Light Snowfall?
Easy ‘nuff. Polar Vortex,  
Now You’re Talking.

Our Northern Snow Fluid creates our 
fluffiest snow flakes. Ideal for large 
volume outdoor use, it works well with 
our Polar Vortex 
and Snow Squall. 
Use it to create 
everything from a 
light dusting to a 
heavy snowstorm.

Embodied by a one-piece, heavy-duty polymer plastic 
casing, the Polar Vortex has a 220V - 13 Amp industrial 
blower. Hidden backstage, it can push artificial snow 
up to 50 feet. Once installed, the snow nozzle remains 
hidden in the scenery showering snow over the desired 
area. Maximize the snow effect by attaching the nozzle 
to our Swivel Bracket.

Two snow nozzles and two socks are provided allowing the user to create multiple 
snow effects. When not in use, lift the top lid and easily store the hose and snow 
nozzles in the hidden compartment.
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OUTPUT

Run Time: Continuous 

Fluid Consumption: Continuous – 240 cc/ min.

MODELS

CLS-7401 Polar Vortex Snow Machine 110V (includes remote)

CLS-7451 Polar Vortex Snow Machine 220V (includes remote)

SPECIFICATIONS

Length: 22.5 in / 57 cm (28.5 in, with 20 liter jug) 

Width: 24.75 in / 63 cm 

Height: 31 in / 79 cm 

Net Weight: 150 lbs / 68 kgs (includes wheeled cart)

Power Cord: 6  ft - 1.8 m 

Rating (110V): 24 Amps @ 50/60 Hz

Rating (220V): 13 Amps @ 50/60 Hz

Regulatory 
Compliance:

This product has been certified to CSA/UL 
Standards by QPS Canada Inc.

Visit www.ultratecfx.com for a complete set of specifications on all models.

Integrated carry handles

one-piece, all plastic heavy 
duty design solid 1/4” LLDPE 

polymer plastic

WARRANTY
The Polar Vortex has a five-year warranty against the manufacturer’s 
defect provided Ultratec fluids are used.

Hang the nozzle from the lighting  
rig/truss or position it on stage

Tray holds 2-4 L fluid jugs 
or 1-20 L fluid jug 

Built in 5-Pin DMX control for flow  
settings (remote included)

23 foot hose (7 meters) and two snow nozzles  
store under lid in storage compartment  

(additional hose lengths optional)

Wheeled cart

Includes two nozzles and  
two socks for maximum 

output flexibility


